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This paper:

Intermediation is a big part of the economy.
Overall, little empirics. 

There is still a lot to be learned about auto markets...

Model is parsimonious (in a good way) and
yet generates a lot of predictions that bear
out in the data.

Great data, many new facts.

Pinning down informational stories is hard.
Here: leverage inter-temporal dimension of a
lemons market.



Model Summary: 

Setup

Car quality initially H, quality shock degrades them to L.  

Quality shock arrival rate increases with age.

Sellers meet dealers 

Sellers privately observe the quality.

Dealers can learn quality through test, only sell H.

Buyers engage in Bertrand competition.

Buyers valuations  U ,t
H U = 0t

L

α or bilaterally (1 − α)



Model Summary:

Predictions:

b = ⋅ U ,t α⋅(1−q )+(1−α)t

(1−α)⋅qt

t
H p = Ut t

H

Dealer's percentage premium increases.

Fraction of dealer sales declines with car age.

Dealer's $-premium is hump-shaped.

Dealer transacted cars are less likely resold



What is the correct dealer price?

Finance and Insurance.

Main Comment:

Trade in value.





The other parts of dealers' business, add/recover value?

Main Comment:

Another model:

With q(t) : U = δ ⋅ U ,vt
L

vt
H δ < 1,    (t) > 0,     < 0q̇ U̇ vt

H

Dealers can restore value: U = λ ⋅ U ,    1 < λ <vt
DL

v vt
L

v δ
1 at cost f .r

Dealers have general fixed cost f .



Repair cost but no fixed cost.



Fixed cost but no repair cost.



Fixed cost and repair cost.



Repair cost, discard if repair too costly.



Other Comments:

More types, depreciation effect no longer cancels out?

Implicit guarantees in bilateral market and shady dealers.  

Spatial controls, urban versus rural?

Age v.s. mileage?

What about the distribution of prices?

Whom do resells go to? 


